
Trail Description
Voted by XC champion Paul Rowney as his favourite 
all-time trail, Majura Pines has been the host of 
both National DH and endurance events. Contains 
both fast flowing and technical singletrack, with a 
myriad of gully crossings, bridges and obstacles. 
The large trail network provides riders with endless 
ride options, which can mix quality XC courses with 
technical downhill runs all in the same ride.

Types of trails
XC, DH

Difficulty Level
Trails closest to the road are suitable for beginner 
and intermediate riders. Trails generally get more 
technical as they go up the hill.

Riders are recommended to proceed with caution on 
unknown trails, as many beginner and intermediate 
tracks at Majura Pines include intermittent advanced 
sections.

MTB Trail Users Code of Conduct
1. Ride on open trails only

2. Stick to the trails

3. Keep control of your bicycle

4. Never scare animals

5. Plan ahead

6. Do not build any unauthorised trails

7. Keep left when passing oncoming traffic
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Do not ride outside of your ability.

Riding of mountain bikes in Canberra Nature Parks are 
restricted to fire trails and marked multi-use trails only.

Many ACT Forests are working forests. Trail areas may 
therefore be subject to harvesting activity and can 
be rendered unusable at short notice. Please follow 
any signs or directions from staff when plantation 
management activities are occurring.

Directions and Access Points
Majura Pines is accessible in one of two ways:

1.   Head along Majura Rd, either North past the airport 
or south from the Federal Highway. The Pines are 
on the western side of the road, just north of the 
Innabaanya Camp ground.

2.   Take the main firetrail from McKenzie Street in 
Hackett due east. The entrance to the forest is  
via the horse gate at the top of the saddle.

Closest Food Outlets
There are a range of eating options available at both 
Hackett and Ainsle shops, a short ride away from the 
western entrance to the forest (via the horse gate). 
Edgar’s pub at Ainsle is a favourite among local riders, 
and offers a great breakfast menu up until midday at 
very good prices.

Trail Information
Email: trails@corc.asn.au 
Web: www.corc.asn.au

Brochure design and artwork donated  
by Swell Design Group // 02 6295 9514 
www.swelldesign.com.au
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